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Abstract
Correlative studies are a primary mechanism through which insights can be obtained about the bioactivity and
potential efficacy of candidate therapeutics evaluated in early-stage clinical trials. Accordingly, well designed and
performed early-stage correlative studies have the potential to strongly influence further clinical development of
candidate therapeutic agents, and correlative data obtained from early stage trials has the potential to provide
important guidance on the design and ultimate successful evaluation of products in later stage trials, particularly in
the context of emerging clinical trial paradigms such as adaptive trial design.
Historically the majority of early stage trials have not generated meaningful correlative data sets that could guide
further clinical development of the products under evaluation. In this review article we will discuss some of the
potential limitations with the historical approach to performing correlative studies that might explain at least in
part the to-date overall failure of such studies to adequately support clinical trial development, and present emer-
ging thought and approaches related to comprehensiveness and quality that hold the promise to support the
development of correlative plans which will provide meaningful correlative data that can effectively guide and
support the clinical development path for candidate therapeutic agents.
Introduction
The primary objective of early stage clinical trials is to
evaluate the safety of experimental therapeutic products.
As a consequence, early stage trials have typically
focused on the evaluation of novel experimental pro-
ducts on small cohorts of patients at late stages of dis-
ease, who have progressed through a series of prior
treatments and are physiologically compromised in sig-
nificant ways as a result of both disease status and prior
treatment. Additionally, to minimize the potential for
unanticipated toxicity issues, early stage trials typically
evaluate novel therapeutic products at doses that are
significantly lower than those predicted to have biologi-
cal activity.
Correlative studies, which are common secondary
objectives in clinical trials, can be described as covering
two broad and related aspects of clinical trial research:
the evaluation of markers associated with (i) positive
clinical activity and (ii) product bioactivity and mechan-
ism of action.
Since critical variables such as patient status, cohort
size, and product dose are by intent sub-optimal, posi-
tive clinical activity is not commonly observed in early
stage trials there is an inherent consequent inability to
effectively identify and evaluate potential correlates of
positive clinical activity. Nonetheless, the evaluation of
correlates potentially associated with positive clinical
activity is an important secondary objective of early
stage trials, since any insights obtained through these
analyses can help guide further clinical trial and correla-
tive study development.
The evaluation of correlates for the biological activity
and mechanism of action of the products is also poten-
tially impacted by the safety-associated constraints of
early clinical trials. The evaluation of correlates for pro-
duct bioactivity is commonly accomplished through the
evaluation of surrogate biological markers, functional or
mechanistic, either directly associated with the product
or that depend on the biological activity of the product.
Any demonstration of product bioactivity during the
early stage clinical trial process is an important indicator
of successful delivery and bioactivity, and in the context
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ing schedules. This is particularly relevant for subse-
quent trial design, since the optimal biological dose
(OBD) and dosing schedule of the product are likely to
be distinct from the maximum tolerated dose (MTD).
Early-stage insights into the biological effects of pro-
ducts are also important to appropriately and efficiently
guide the further clinical development and validation as
surrogate clinical biomarkers for product bioactivity and
clinical efficacy. Finally, because at least a subset of can-
didate therapeutic products are likely to generate unan-
ticipated biological effects, both positive and negative, it
is also relevant to identify these effects in order to
further characterize and address their impact on treat-
ment outcome during later stage trials.
Robust and meaningful data about both product
bioactivity and clinical activity are critical in the context
of increasingly adopted adaptive trial design [1,2], which
is based on the use of baeysian statistics to analyse data
sets generated during the early stages of the clinical trial
and in turn implement changes to fundamental clinical
trial parameters such as primary endpoints, patient
populations, cohort sizes and treatment arms, changes
in statistical methodologies and changes in trial objec-
tives [3,4].
Historically, the design of clinical correlative studies
has been based on the scientific principles of hypothesis
based experimentation which demands that research be
based on specifically defined and testable hypotheses.
The rationale and benefits of hypothesis-based research
are clear: such research efforts are explicitly defined and
focused, the ability to evaluate infrastructure and inves-
tigator capabilities is clear cut, and accountability for
accomplishing specific goals can be objectively
evaluated.
An unfortunate and unintended consequence of
basing correlative studies primarily on principles of
hypothesis based experimentation has been the estab-
lishment of a mind set that diminishes the value of
hypothesis generating experimentation. Because it is
impossible to have a comprehensive understanding of
how candidate therapeutic agents impact patient biology
from a whole systems perspective (Figure 1), our ability
to define and implement the most appropriate correla-
tive assays to evaluate candidate therapeutic agents is
inevitably compromised, if driven only by hypotheses
based on pre-existing biased views. Consequently, the
concept of clinical correlative study design based solely
or principally on hypothesis-based experimentation is
fundamentally limiting, since it is destined to provide
information on only a small subset of treatment asso-
ciated events-those for which we have a-priori knowl-
edge or insight. A complementary approach that ought
to be considered in conjunction with hypothesis-based
experimentation for clinical correlative studies involves
the design and application of platforms and assays that
are as broadly comprehensive as possible. Such an
approach would allow for the identification and capture
of a broad spectrum of data that have the potential to
provide critical insight into the bioactivity and biological
effects of the therapeutic moiety being studied, and also
generate future testable hypotheses to be empirically
evaluated in subsequent studies.
Correlative studies-the past
Historically, five general principles have guided early-
stage clinical correlative study design: (i) They have
been dependent on the current state of knowledge
about the agent studied and the target cell/tissue/organ
(ii) They have been narrowly focused on parameters
considered to be directly associated with clinical efficacy
(iii) They have been based on the specific expertise and
interest of the principal investigator (iv) They have been
performed under general research laboratory standards
in the laboratory of the clinical investigator directing the
trial and (v) They have been budget constrained.
It is perhaps fair to state this approach for conducting
correlative studies has failed, with precious few identifi-
able positive correlations established, even with low sta-
tistical significance, between disease impact and
evaluated correlates, and an equal absence of systematic
information about the bioactivity of evaluated products
[5-9]. This is a remarkable, but nonetheless important
statement, as it underlines the fact that our to-date
approach for performing correlative studies suffers from
significant limitations. The nature of these limitations
and how we might move forward to overcome their
impact on clinical trial analyses is the subject for the
remainder of this review.
One obvious and significant reason for the to-date
failure to identify meaningful correlates of treatment
impact on disease and product bioactivity is related to
the limitations discussed above (patient status, product
dosing) imposed by the principal focus for early stage
trials on safety. Beyond these important limitations, the
general failure to identify biological correlates associated
with positive outcomes in early-stage clinical trials can
be attributed to two general possibilities: (i) the treat-
ment has no potential to mediate positive clinical out-
come and (ii) the treatment has the potential to mediate
positive clinical outcomes, but those outcomes are a
consequence of integration with secondary patient- and/
or treatment-specific characteristics such as patient
genetic background, genetic polymorphisms, and conco-
mitant/prior treatments.
Since clinical trials are the end result of substantial
research and development efforts that support the clini-
cal evaluation of candidate products, it is reasonable to
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cases there is an expectation for both product bioactivity
and positive clinical activity. Beyond issues related to
inadequate dosing, which can be evaluated through pro-
duct bioactivity studies, this view would put forth the
premise that the failure to identify meaningful biological
correlates is a consequence of not looking for the corre-
lations in an appropriate way. This can be interpreted as
a failure to look with sufficient detail, in the appropriate
tissue, at the appropriate time, and/or with the appro-
priate assay. One logical extension of this position is
that for correlative studies to provide useful information
it is critical that they be designed to be as comprehen-
sive as possible. A necessary corollary position is to advo-
cate for the more aggressive and committed funding
of broadly focused and scientifically sound hypothesis
generating studies to both complement existing- and
initiate new-hypothesis testing studies.
With an understanding that future biological knowl-
edge and insights will lead to currently unanticipated
but potentially critical questions, an important corollary
activity for each clinical study should be systematic and
appropriate (i.e. high quality-based) banking of biologi-
cal specimens (PBMC, marrow, tissue, tumor, lymph
node, serum/plasma) for future evaluation. The impor-
tance of this endeavor cannot be overstated or substi-
tuted; simply put, in the absence of appropriate
specimen banking, the potential to perform future corre-
lative studies based on retrospectively identified and/or
discovered relevant variables is irrevocably lost.
Practical limitations associated with the inability to
sample most tissues at even a single time-point are a
powerful impediment to being able to look for correlates
in the appropriate way. To this end there is a pressing
need to develop minimally invasive methodologies to
procure microscopic samples from relevant tissue types
as well as assays to evaluate these samples in a compre-
hensive manner. Some examples of novel assay plat-
forms that offer the potential to evaluate very small
samples in a more comprehensive manner are described
in the following section of this review.
Finally, there has been an increasing appreciation for
the need and benefits to conduct and evaluate early
stage clinical studies in multi-institutional settings. Such
efforts are accelerating the bench-to-bedside cycle of
translational and clinical research by leveraging institu-
tional-specific expertise and infrastructure within the
consortia. A few examples of such multi-institutional
consortia are government sponsored national and inter-
national clinical trial groups such as the Specialized Pro-
grams for Research Excellence (SPORE), the ISPY-2
adaptive clinical trial designe f f o r ti nb r e a s tc a n c e r ,t h e
Canadian Critical Care Trials Group, and the Ovarian
Cancer Association Consortium (OCAC) [10-12].
Comprehensiveness in correlative assays
One of the most exciting recent directions for correla-
tive studies has been the development and implementa-
tion of strategies that address the need to evaluate
samples in a more comprehensive manner. Broadly
speaking, such methodologies are based on nucleic acid,
flow cytometry, and biochemical platforms.
Nucleic acid array-based strategies have been applied in
many cases to characterize the genotype [13,14] and mole-
cular and proteomic expression phenotypes [13,15,16] of
patient samples. A number of large multi-institutional
Figure 1 The need for comprehensiveness in correlative studies.
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as the SPORE are underway to support large scale clinical
molecular profiling efforts and such efforts are beginning
to provide valuable insights with regard to correlates of
efficacy in various clinical settings [10].
Flow cytometry-based strategies have played a promi-
nent role in clinical correlative studies for a number of
years. The advent of multi-laser flow cytometers cap-
able of “routinely” detecting upwards of 12 distinct
fluorochromes has revolutionized the ability to apply
flow cytometry to clinical correlative studies. Cell sub-
sets can now be identified on the basis of surface mar-
kers, characterized in terms of their activation and/or
differentiation status, and studied in terms of their
effector functions by measuring intracellular cytokines,
detecting protein phosphorylation status of signal
transduction mediators or using functional assays
[17-20]. The Roederer group initially and others subse-
quently have described the concept of polyfunctional
T cells and protective immunity has been shown to be
associated with T cells that integrate multiple effector
functions [21,22]. To accommodate the need to evalu-
ate in a relational manner the large data sets derived
from these experiments specialized programs and algo-
rithms have been generated to allow for analysis of
data [23].
A number of platforms have been recently established
that allow for the simultaneous evaluation of multiple
analytes (multiplex analyses) in samples. Such platforms
include the Luminex bead array [24], the cytokine bead
array [25], and Meso-scale discovery sign arrays[26], and
based on these platforms commercially available panels
a r en o wa v a i l a b l et oq u a n t i f yc y t o k i n e s / c h e m o k i n e s /
growth factors potentially associated with numerous dis-
ease conditions and indications. Multiplex assays have
been developed to allow for quantification of protein
and phosphoprotein species in biological fluids such as
serum, plasma, follicular fluid, and CSF, as well as tissue
culture medium [24,27-29], as well as nucleic acids iso-
lated directly from tissue samples [30,31].
Novel platforms based on newly developed technolo-
gies are at the cusp of revolutionizing our ability to be
comprehensive in correlative study design. Some exam-
ples of these exciting advances include the development
of methodologies to couple antibodies to elemental iso-
topes combined with the use of inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to detect and
quantify the antibodies in atomized and ionized samples
[32], the conjugation of antibodies to single strand DNA
oligomers (DEAL-DNA Encoded Antibody Libraries)
that can bind to nucleic acids or proteins in biological
samples and the use of microfluidics-based instrumenta-
tion to interrogate individual cell samples in a multiplex
manner [33], and the development of emulsion PCR
coupled with microfluidics to simultaneously perform
and collect data on thousands of PCR reactions in paral-
lel [34].
As correlative platforms which generate more compre-
hensive data sets are implemented, it will be critical to
take into account the strong possibility that identifica-
tion of relevant correlates will need to rely on systems
biology-based analyses to reveal multi-factorial signa-
tures that correlate with treatment outcome and bioac-
tivity. Such systems biology-based approaches will
require integration of data generated from multiple and
distinct correlative assay platforms, with data collected
in both research and clinical laboratories. With this in
mind, one important issue that needs to be adequately
addressed is the need for appropriate infrastructure to
catalogue and analyze the data. Specific strategies for
data collection, annotation, storage, statistical analysis,
and interpretation shouldb ee s t a b l i s h e du pf r o n tt o
guide such studies. In this regard, establishment of com-
mon or relateable annotation schemes for data files will
be essential to allow for implementation of the complex
algorithms necessary to identify the biological signatures
which correlate with disease impact. As discussed in
more detail below, efforts such as the MIBBI project are
underway to systematize data collection, annotation, sto-
rage, and analysis.
It is essential to keep in mind the high probability for
a low clinical response rate in early stage trials. As dis-
cussed above, it is imperative to integrate in the correla-
tive design process studies to evaluate product
bioactivity, ideally by measuring direct impact on the
molecular target of the treatment, so that correlates of
disease impact can be retrospectively evaluated in the
patient cohorts where the treatment has impacted the
defined target.
A challenge for the correlative community is the
inherent complication of utilizing new and non-vali-
dated platforms and assays to generate data sets which
reveal novel multi-factorial signatures that correlate with
treatment outcome or product bioactivity. It is impor-
tant to ensure that such assays are performed with strin-
gent performance controls for both the instruments and
the assay to assure reproducibility of the data. The
implementation of quality at this level will enable the
optimal integration and interpretation of these data sets,
and will also establish the foundations for qualification
and validation of both the assays and the multi-factorial
signatures prior to use in correlative analyses for subse-
quent trials.
Principles of quality in correlative studies
In the context of this discussion, we will define quality
as the implementation of laboratory procedures, infra-
structure, and an organizational mindset that enable the
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orous and sound.
Since objective standards do not exist for defining
quality in basic research laboratory operations, the
implementation of principles of quality for correlative
studies performed in these laboratories has been depen-
dent on an ad-hoc understanding by individual labora-
tories of what quality means and how it can be
achieved. A consequence of this fact has been a disparity
in the application of principles of quality across labora-
tories, and an implementation of rigorous standards of
laboratory operation for instrument use, assay perfor-
mance and analysis in only a subset of laboratories. Per-
haps predictably, this has resulted in a disparity in data
quality across laboratories, and an inability of the larger
scientific community to readily interpret correlative data
and move the field forward in the most productive fash-
ion. Recently published results from early stage profi-
ciency panels sponsored by the CVC/CRI discussed later
in this document provide a clear example for both the
disparity in quality of data across basic research labora-
tories and also clearly demonstrate the existence of
research level correlative laboratories that generate
reproducible and high quality data sets.
The engagement and continued participation of pro-
fessional statistical support is an essential component of
the quality process in correlative studies, and the input
of biostatisticians is critical at all stages of the assay pro-
cess, beginning with assay development all the way
through the assay qualification/validation process and
subsequent performance. To this end, specific effort
should be put forth to educate both biostatisticians to
ensure that they have a concrete understanding of the
scientific, biological, and clinical questions being studied,
and researchers to ensure that they have a concrete
understanding of the potential constraints and limita-
tions imposed on the assays and the clinical study by
the requirements needed to generate data sets that are
statistically meaningful. Furthermore, the active and
continued participation of biostatistical support in the
clinical trial design is critical to allow for appropriate
patient cohort sizes to evaluate proposed hypotheses.
For correlative studies to provide meaningful and
readily interpretable information it is critical that they
be conducted in a manner that is as scientifically sound
as possible. In particular, correlative assays should (i)
measure what they claim to measure, (ii) be quantitative
and reproducible and (iii) produce results that are statis-
tically meaningful. In other words, correlative studies
need to be performed using assays that are at a mini-
mum qualified, and more appropriately validated for
their performance characteristics.
The principles for assay qualification and validation
have been developed in the context of chemical and
microbiological/ligand based assays, in relatively well
defined in-vitro systems under conditions where experi-
mental parameters and assay variables can be defined
relatively rigorously. In the context of biological systems,
the concept of assay qualification and/or validation is
complicated by the inherent undefined complexity and
variability of sample source and composition. This com-
plexity and variability has been used to support the posi-
tion that assay qualification and validation are not
tenable objectives for most biological assays. An oppos-
ing view advocated here is that it is precisely because
biological assays are complex and variable that all rea-
sonable efforts must be made to conform as much as
possible to principles of quality. This position has merit
even in the context of trials where candidate products
do not demonstrate efficacy, since information gener-
ated from comprehensive and quality correlative studies
has the potential to reveal mechanistic reasons for the
lack of efficacy that can in principle be addressed with
additional product development efforts and subsequent
trials.
Qualified and Validated Assays
A Qualified Assay is one for which the conditions have
been established under which, provided it is performed
under the same conditions each time, the assay will pro-
vide meaningful (i.e. accurate, reproducible, statistically
supported) data. Since the term “meaningful data” in
itself is subjective and there are no set guidelines for
qualifying assays, assay qualification is a subjective and
therefore from a quality perspective difficult process.
Qualified assays have no predetermined performance
specifications (i.e. no pass/fail parameters) and are often
used to determine the performance specifications critical
to establishing validated assays.
Straight forward examples of applying the assay quali-
fication process to biological assays can be derived from
experiments designed to define the optimal parameters
for assay performance. For example, in the case of pro-
liferation assays, experiments to determine the optimal
ratio and range of antigen presenting:effector cells, cul-
ture medium, and time of culture, and in the case of
Q-PCR assays, experiments to determine the optimal
amplification conditions (primer concentration, input
nucleic acid, annealing and extension times and tem-
peratures) are all experiments that identify assay condi-
tions which allow for the ability to obtain reproducible
and meaningful data.
Although there is no requirement to utilize established
Standard operating Protocols (SOP) when performing
qualified assays, it is an excellent idea to do so. Finally,
because the acceptance of data from a qualified assay
depends on operator judgment, qualified assays should
only be run by highly experienced laboratory staff.
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(specifications) have been established to assure that the
assay is working appropriately every time it is run. Stan-
dard Operating Protocols (SOP) are absolutely required
for validated assays and the specifications (also known
as assay pass/fail parameters), are pre-established as part
of the validation process and must be met at every run.
Validated assays almost always require the development
of reference samples (positive and negative), as well as
the establishment of standard curves that are used to
derive numerical data for test samples.
A guidance document for the validation of bioanalyti-
cal assays is available through the FDA website http://
www.fda.gov/cder/guidance/. Although this document
has been prepared to support validation of chemical and
microbiological/ligand based assays, it provides an excel-
lent foundation to support the development of valida-
tion plans for biological assays.
As detailed in the guidance document, a validation
plan needs to address and if feasible evaluate the follow-
ing parameters with statistical significance:
1. Specificity/selectivity: The ability to differentiate
and quantify the test article in the context of the
bioassay components.
2. Accuracy: The closeness of the test results to the
true value. Often this is very difficult to ascertain for
biological assays as it requires an independent true
measure of this variable.
3. Precision (intra- and inter-assay). How close
values are upon replicate measurement, performed
e i t h e rw i t h i nt h es a m ea s s a yo ri ni n d e p e n d e n t
assays.
4. Calibration/standard curve (upper and lower lim-
its of quantification). The range of the standard
curve that can be used to quantify test values. This
range can be (and often is) different from the limit
of detection (see below).
5. Detection limit. The lowest value that can be
detected above the established negative or back-
ground value.
6. Robustness. How well the assay transfers to
another laboratory and/or another instrument within
the same laboratory.
The assay validation process
The assay validation process involves a series of discrete
and formal steps that are initiated and completed with
the generation of formal documents:
(i) The initial process is to define the assay (what will
it measure, how it will be measured), and how each of
the validation parameters will be addressed and evalu-
ated. It is possible that for a particular assay, one or
more of the validation parameters will not be relevant
or addressable; this is acceptable but the reasons for this
must be formally described. This process initiates with
t h ec r e a t i o no fa ni n i t i a la s say validation master plan
document within which are described the purpose and
design of the validation studies and how each of the
parameters will be addressed, and is completed with the
creation of a pre-validation proposal document used in
following.
(ii) The pre-validation stage establishes the parameters
f o rq u a l i f y i n gt h ea s s a yb yp e r f o r m i n gas e r i e so f
exploratory and optimization experiments that address
each of the validation parameters. The end result of the
pre-validation stage is a formal report which describes
and summarizes the results of the studies, and estab-
lishes specification and acceptance criteria as well as a
validation plan for specific experiments to be performed
to validate the established criteria. For data sets that
conform to Gaussian distributions, determination of the
95% prediction interval values can be a reasonable
mechanism to establish assay specifications and accep-
tance criteria.
(iii) The validation stage involves conducting a series
of experiments, designed with statistical input, to evalu-
ate whether the specification values established during
the pre-validation stage can be met. The validation stage
is preceded by the creation of a document that describes
a formal validation plan where validation experiments,
specification values tested, and statistical analyses are
d e f i n e da - p r i o r i .Am e t h o dc a nf a i la l lo rp a r to ft h e
validation process; that is to say validation studies may
reveal that the pre-established acceptance criteria cannot
be met. If this occurs, the failure needs to be investi-
gated and cause assigned. If failure is determined to
reflect a deficiency in the protocol employed, the proto-
col may be revised but the entire validation process
should be repeated. If failure is attributed to improper
assessment of acceptance criteria the criteria can be
reassigned and those specific validation studies need be
repeated.
(iv) Once the validation studies are completed, a for-
mal validation report is compiled, and assay SOP and
worksheets are completed and released for use.
A summary Table that describes and compares assay
qualification and assay validation can be found in
Appendix 1, while a summary Table that describes an
overview of the assay validation process can be found in
Appendix 2.
Imparting quality to biological assays
As discussed above, assay validation has been most often
implemented in the context of bioanalytical assays with
well defined analytes and sample matrixes. On the other
hand, biological assays commonly involve evaluation of
materials obtained from patients and are complicated by
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the analyte as well as the biological matrix. Some under-
standing for the difficulties associated with imparting
quality to biological assays might be understood from
the following examples: Assessment of accuracy requires
knowledge about the “true value” for what is being mea-
sured which is often not available for the analyte under
evaluation. Patient whole blood samples obtained
through a time course can be remarkably different in
cellular, cytokine and hormonal composition with a con-
sequent variability dramatically affecting the nature of
the matrix for the analyte under evaluation. Changes in
T cell avidity due to changes in activation status may
have profound and entirely unanticipated consequences
on the specificity, accuracy, sensitivity, or robustness of
a biological assay. Thus, depending on the biological
assay, it may not be possible to validate one or more of
the above described validation parameters and establish
a fully validated assay. Nonetheless, and perhaps because
of this complexity, it is imperative that biological assays
be established and performed with a vigilance for
imparting rigorous quality support.
The statistical underpinnings for validated assays need
to be established on an assay-specific basis and with for-
mal statistical input from a bona-fide statistician, both
for design of the validation plan and also to provide
appropriate guidance for defining acceptable variability
for the assays.
Some general guidelines to help impart quality on bio-
logical assays include:
(i) Establish SOP for the assays and instrumentation
and limit assays to trained users and operators. (ii) Eval-
uate parameters using multiple sources of biological
material, ideally obtained under conditions similar to
the experimental. (iii) Develop reference cell lines (posi-
tive and negative), and establish dedicated master cell
line stocks for all reference cells. (iv) Establish statisti-
cally supported quality parameters for the reference cell
lines; these parameters can be use as pass/fail criteria
for the assay performance.
Establishing quality in correlative laboratories
Presently there is no formal requirement (for example
GMP/GLP/cGLP/CLIA/CAP/etc.) for quality certifica-
tion of laboratories that perform correlative assays. With
this in mind, and with an appreciation for the fact that
formal validation is often not feasible for biological
assays, it is worthwhile to discuss a practical approach
for how to establish quality in correlative labs, particu-
larly in an era of dwindling funding for available
research.
Perhaps the most important component to establish
quality in correlative laboratories is to explicitly support
a laboratory environment that supports quality. To that
end, specific guidelines might include: (a) Develop SOP
for all laboratory procedures and processes, including
not only assay methodologies but also, sample receipt,
processing, and storage, personnel training, equipment
maintenance/calibration, data management, and reposi-
tory activities. (b) Invest the time and funds to develop
qualified/validated assays (c) Establish reference stan-
dards whenever possible and creating master lots and/or
cell banks for all standards.
The appreciation for the need to impart more objec-
tive quality standards to correlative studies has been
gaining momentum in the broader correlative research
community, and a number of organizations have spon-
sored and/or supported consortia to establish and sup-
port quality in correlative studies. In some cases,
exemplified by the efforts of the HIV clinical Trial net-
work (HVTN), the primary purpose of the consortium
efforts were to enable multi-national clinical correlative
studies to be performed in a standardized manner and
with quality infrastructure. For other consortia, such as
the Cancer Vaccine Consortium/Cancer Research Insti-
tute (CVC/CRI) and the Association for the Immu-
notherapy of Cancer (C-IMT) which have each
sponsored proficiency and harmonization panels, the
primary purpose is to identify the assay variables that
are associated with assay performance variability and
provide guidelines for improving the quality of immune
correlative assays. The initial results from some of these
harmonization efforts have recently been published
[35,36]; importantly these reports empirically demon-
strate the need to establish quality infrastructure in cor-
relative labs since most parameters identified to impact
assay performance are specifically related to the estab-
lishment and implementation of quality-enabling infra-
structure. An additional message that these initial
proficiency panels reinforce is that objective quality is
not to be assumed, and that it is critical to objectively
evaluate, establish, and maintain quality infrastructure in
correlative laboratories.
The concept of assay harmonization across labora-
tories that perform the same general correlative assay is
one that merits consideration particularly for early-stage
clinical trials, since the end product of the harmoniza-
tion process is the establishment of laboratory equip-
ment- and infrastructure-specific assay protocols which
allow for the generation of data sets that are directly
comparable across laboratories.
The MIBBI (Minimum Information about Biological
and Biomedical Investigations) project [37] represents
another effort to impart quality in biological assays.
MIBBI associated efforts involve the establishment,
through transparent and open community participation,
of minimum assay-related information checklists and
web-based databases for entry and access to the
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related and important issues for correlative science:
i. the need to be able to critically assess the quality
infrastructure associated with published data sets and ii.
The need to establish common or relatable terminology
for reporting and annotating the data. MIBBI guidelines
have now been published for a number of fields includ-
ing microarray and gene expression, proteomics, geno-
typing, flow cytometry, cellular assays [37] as well as
T cell and other immune assays[38].
Another example of efforts to bring quality into
immune correlative studies is the establishment of
nationally sponsored immune monitoring program to
support harmonized and quality immune monitoring
program for clinical trials, as exemplified by the Cana-
dian government-sponsored immune monitoring pro-
gram http://www.niml.org. Such paradigm-shifting
efforts facilitate the harmonized and/or standardized
application of correlative assays across multiple clinical
centers, and also set the stage for the effective sharing
of resources such as reagents, assay protocols/SOP and
clinical samples to allow for a more harmonized and
systematic analysis of clinical samples.
Conclusions
Since correlative studies are the primary mechanism
through which insights can be obtained about the effi-
cacy and biological effects of novel therapeutics, how we
perform correlative studies is critical for the effective
evaluation and development of clinical trials, to justify
the years of preclinical and clinical efforts and costs, as
well as patient time and commitment to the clinical trial
process.
It has become apparent that correlative studies which
are performed on the basis of narrowly defined para-
meters and without the support of quality laboratory
infrastructure are extremely unlikely to yield meaningful
information about the efficacy of novel therapeutic pro-
ducts. With that in mind there is considerable scientific
and practical rationale to design correlative studies that
are as comprehensive as possible, and performed to the
highest possible scientific standard. While well per-
formed correlative studies are critical in early stage trials
that show evidence of efficacy and product bioactivity so
that efficacy and product biomarkers can be identified
and further developed in later stage trials, and are also
important in early stage trials that do not show evidence
of efficacy since the correlative studies can potentially
reveal reasons for the failure of the product that can be
addressed in further product development and if
appropriate.
From both a scientific and financial perspective
there is significant rationale and justification for the
support of dedicated facilities with quality systems in
place to perform comprehensive correlative studies.
The implementation of quality- and comprehensive
study-enabling infrastructure in dedicated labora-
tories that perform correlative studies provides for a
rational expectation to be able to generate more rele-
vant and informative data sets to interpret and guide
product development through the clinical trial
process.
Appendix 1: Assay Qualification vs. Assay
Validation
Assay Qualification process
Establishes that an assay will provide meaningful data
under the specific conditions used
￿ No predetermined performance specifications
￿ No set guidelines for qualifying assay
￿ Used to determine method performance capabil-
ities, including validation parameters
Qualified assay
￿ Approved Standard Operating Procedure is desir-
able, but not required; however, procedures must be
documented adequately
￿ Assay should be run by highly qualified and experi-
enced staff
￿ Assay validity is based on operator judgment
Assay Validation Process
Establishes conditions and specifications to assure that
the assay is working appropriately every time it is run
￿ Specifications established prior to validation
￿ Specifications must be met at every run
￿ Method can fail validation. If it does fail, an inves-
tigation must be conducted and cause assigned
Validated assay
￿ Has established conditions (specifications) to
assure that the assay is working appropriately every
time it is run
￿ Standard Operating Procedure absolutely required
￿ Specifications must be met in every run
￿ Assay validity determined by pre-established assay
criteria
Appendix 2: Assay Validation
Assay Validation Overview
Define assay: Define what will assay measure and how
will it be measured
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evaluated with statistical significance
￿ Specificity
￿ Accuracy
￿ Precision (inter- and intra-assay)
￿ Calibration/standard curve (upper and lower limits
of quantification)
￿ Detection limit
￿ Robustness
Validation process
1. Pre-validation stage
- Perform exploratory and optimization procedures
2. Establish and define assay specifications
- Compile pre-validation report
- Compose validation plan that includes specification
and acceptance criteria
3. Perform validation studies. These studies need to
meet specification values
4. Compile validation report
5. Complete Standard Operating Procedure and
worksheets
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